Most human Alu and murine B1 repeats are unique.
Alus and B1s are short interspersed repeat elements (SINEs) indirectly derived from the 7SL RNA gene. While most researchers recognize that there exists extensive variability between individual elements, the extent of this variability has never been systematically tested. We examined all Alu elements over 200 nucleotides and all B1 elements over 100 nucleotides in the human and mouse genomes, and analyzed the number of copies of each element at various stringencies from 22 nucleotides to full length. Over 98% of 923,277 Alus and 365,377 B1s examined were unique when queried at full length. When the criterion was reduced to half the length of the repeat, 97% of the Alus and 73% of the B1s were still found to be a single copy. All single and multi-copy sequences have been mapped and documented. Access to the data is possible using the AluPlus website http://www.ibr.hawaii.edu.